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Humans are social creatures: we spend much of our time thinking about and building relationships with other people. One
cognitive foundation of our social abilities is an intuitive “Theory of Mind” (ToM) by which we reason about the beliefs,
desires, and emotions of others, and relate these internal mental states to observable behaviors (Gopnik and Wellman,
1992, 1994). We use our ToM to predict behavior, explain disagreements, and make moral evaluations.
In human adults, multiple brain regions are preferentially engaged by thinking about others’ thoughts, including
bilateral temporoparietal junction (TPJ), precuneus (PC), and medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC; for reviews, see Carrington
and Bailey, 2009; Dubois and Adolphs, 2016b; for metaanalyses, see Mar, 2011; Schurz et al., 2014). Blood oxygenation
in these regions, measured with fMRI, is high when people read stories or see cartoons or watch movies that evoke a
character’s thoughts and feelings, compared to stories or cartoons or movies that focus on physical events. The right TPJ in
particular has a highly selective response for thinking about the mental states of others: it responds preferentially to others’
thoughts, relative to a person’s physical appearance, personality traits, or bodily sensations (e.g., hunger, pain; Bruneau
et al., 2012; Mitchell et al., 2005; Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe and Powell, 2006). In many contexts, though, all of
these regions function as an integrated network, showing highly correlated responses to social stimuli (Hasson, 2004;
Jääskeläinen et al., 2008; Lerner et al., 2011; Nummenmaa et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2007) and even in the absence of any
external stimuli1 (Fox et al., 2005; Greicius et al., 2003).
1. Studies measuring highly correlated responses in ToM brain regions at rest often refer to this network as the “Default Mode Network.” “Default” refers
to evidence that these brain regions are activated at rest (“by default,” e.g., while internalizing), rather than during traditional attention tasks (Buckner et al.
, 2008; Raichle et al., 2001). However, DMN regions and ToM brain regions are overlapping (Gusnard et al., 2001; Laird et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2009),
and responses in these regions are evoked by social tasks.
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A fundamental question for developmental cognitive neuroscience is therefore: how do human children develop this
cortical network for thinking about others’ minds? When do speciﬁc cortical regions begin to respond preferentially while
thinking about others’ minds, and operate together as a functional network? What are the computations performed by these
regions, and how do they change to support children’s increasingly sophisticated ToM? What are the environmental and
genetic factors that promote or hinder this development?
In this chapter, we review recent research that begins to address these questions using neuroimaging of young human
children and infants (research on adolescence is not reviewed in this chapter; for reviews, see Foulkes and Blakemore,
2018; Kilford et al., 2016). First, we ask about the origins of the ToM network: at what age do the TPJ, PC, and MPFC ﬁrst
function as an integrated network, and respond preferentially to considering others’ minds? Second, we ask about
developmental change in the ToM network: do the cognitive computations performed by these regions change during
childhood? Third, we consider the limits of existing research, and conclude with avenues for future research.

21.1 Early sensitivity to mental states: prior neural and behavioral evidence
In adults, the TPJ, PC, and MPFC are functionally correlated with one another and show strong preferential responses
while thinking about others’ minds. How early in children’s development are these cortical signatures of ToM present?
Initial fMRI studies of children revealed that the ToM network is present as early as 5 years of age. Children listened to
stories or viewed sequential pictures that evoked reasoning about mental states or about nonmentalistic control content
while undergoing fMRI. These initial studies found that 5 to 12-year-old children, like adults, recruit bilateral TPJ, PC, and
MPFC preferentially to reason about the minds of others (Gweon et al., 2012; Kobayashi et al., 2007; Saxe et al., 2009).
A key open question concerned the origins of the ToM network in children younger than 5 years. Before age 5, children
appear to undergo dramatic changes in their understanding of others’ internal mental lives. By far the most studied
transition in children’s ToM is the ability to understand that another person’s beliefs about the world can be false (Premack
and Woodruff, 1978; Wimmer and Perner, 1983). The standard version of the false belief task involves a scenario in which
a character (Sally) has a false belief about the location of an object (a ball), because she was not present when it was
moved. Participants must form and access a representation of Sally’s (false) belief in order to answer the key test question:
Where will Sally look for her ball? Across hundreds of behavioral studies using variants of this task, children perform at
chance on test questions that require representing others beliefs until approximately age 4 years (Wellman et al., 2001).
This robust result led to the hypothesis that the transition from failure to success on false belief tasks reﬂects an important
conceptual leap in ToM development (Callaghan et al., 2005; Perner et al., 1987; Wimmer and Perner, 1983): perhaps
children gain insight into the representational nature of others minds around 4 years of age. Thus, one possibility was that
the cortical ToM network might also undergo dramatic changes around age 4 years.
On the other hand, the claim that cognitive ToM changes dramatically around age 4 years has been questioned (Bloom
and German, 2000; Carlson and Moses, 2001; Carlson et al., 1998). In particular, standard false belief tasks might
underestimate younger children’s cognitive sophistication, because of other task demands. Studies using nonlinguistic
eye-tracking and interactive, naturalistic helping paradigms have suggested that toddlers as young as 2 years of age make
action predictions based on others beliefs (Buttelmann et al., 2009; Southgate et al., 2007; Surian et al., 2007; Knudsen and
Liszkowski, 2012a,b; Priewasser et al., 2017). If 18-month-olds are already sensitive to others’ (false) beliefs in their
anticipatory looking and helping behaviors, then it is plausible that cortical regions supporting ToM are already supporting
these abstract cognitive functions in toddlers, or even earlier.

21.2 Early sensitivity to mental states: neuroimaging studies of young children and
infants
Thus, to address important open questions about ToM brain development, it was necessary to conduct neuroimaging
studies of ToM network activity in children younger than 5 years. This created a substantial technical hurdle. Traditional
fMRI studies are challenging for young children and infants: fMRI measurements require participants to stay very still and
attend to stimuli for an extended period of time.
A key challenge since these initial studies has been to design experimental paradigms and use measurement tools that
are appropriate and feasible for measuring ToM responses in young children and infants. In the past 5 years, methodological advances have enabled studies to directly measure responses in ToM brain regions in early childhood and infancy.
These studies have begun to provide a much needed link between the wealths of knowledge about early behavioral ToM
development and the mature neural proﬁle of ToM reasoning. Additionally, these studies provide compelling evidence that
ToM brain regions operate together as a functional network and show preferential responses for processing mental states
early in development.
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In order to acquire high-quality fMRI data from young children, fMRI studies of ToM have begun to employ
naturalistic movie-viewing paradigms. Unlike traditional fMRI experiments, which involve measuring responses to
multiple trials of stimuli designed to isolate and evoke speciﬁc cognitive processes, naturalistic movie-viewing paradigms
measure neural responses to a single narrative over time. Movie-viewing paradigms are engaging for even young children
(Cantlon and Li, 2013), and reduce participant motion relative to traditional experiments (Raschle et al., 2009; Vanderwal
et al., 2015), thus expanding the range of children who can participate in fMRI experiments. For example, Richardson et al.
(2018) recorded fMRI responses from 122 children while watching Disney Pixar’s Partly Cloudy (Reher and Sohn, 2009),
a 6-minute wordless animated short ﬁlm. Sixty-ﬁve of these children were aged between 3 and 5 years (Richardson et al.,
2018). Similarly, Moraczewski et al. (2018) measured responses from 40 four-year-olds, in addition to 6-year-olds and
adults, while watching a clip from Disney Pixar’s Toy Story (Guggenheim et al., 1995; Moraczewski et al., 2018). These
two studies were the ﬁrst to use fMRI to measure ToM-related activity in children this young.
On the other hand, movie-viewing paradigms create new challenges for fMRI data analysis and interpretation: How can
we recover or infer the speciﬁc cognitive processes evoked over time in the movie? One strategy is to simply measure the
response of ToM regions in adults. Thirty-three adults watched Partly Cloudy (Reher and Sohn, 2009), and their ToM
network showed a highly reliable pattern of response over the 6-min movie. The plot of Partly Cloudy depicts the relationship
between two main characters: Gus, a cloud who makes babies, and Peck, a stork who delivers those babies to their parents.
Gus specializes in dangerous babies: porcupines, sharks, alligators, and so on. Peck is often injured while delivering these
babies. A key misunderstanding occurs when Peck leaves Gus for another cloud: Gus initially feels abandoned and betrayed,
but is relieved when Peck returns, revealing protective gear. Brain regions with highly correlated activity during
movie-viewing are driven and deactivated by similar moments in the moviedmeaning their functional response proﬁle is
similar. In adults, TPJ, PC, and MPFC regions show distinctive peaks of activity at moments in the movie that focus on the
emotional feelings and misunderstandings of Gus and Peck, and troughs of activity during intervening scenes that depict
physical events like Gus creating babies and the physical attacks on Peck (Richardson et al., 2018).
The observed response in adults’ ToM network provides a template against which we can compare children, even
without knowing the precise cognitive processes evoked at each moment in the movie. Children’s ToM network showed a
similar timecourse of response to the movie. In 5-, 4-, and even 3-year-old children, the ToM network timecourse was
signiﬁcantly correlated with the ToM network response in adults, and not with the response of other control networks. That
is, regions of the ToM network are preferentially active during the same scenes in the movie as adults’ ToM network
(Richardson et al., 2018). These results suggest that at least somewhat similar cognitive processes are evoked by the movie,
and supported by the ToM network of cortical regions, in adults and in children as young as 3 years of age.
What about children even younger than 3 years old? Task-driven fMRI measurements are exceptionally difﬁcult to
acquire in infants and toddlers, but a more appropriate neuroimaging method is functional near infrared spectroscopy
(fNIRS). FNIRS, like fMRI, measures the relative amounts of oxygenated and deoxygenated blood in the brain, but uses a
cap with optodes that emit and detect light, rather than an MRI machine. Because the cap and optodes are anchored to the
participant’s scalp, fNIRS is more tolerant to participant motion than MRI (though methods for identifying and correcting
for motion artifacts remain critical (Cooper et al., 2012)). As such, fNIRS affords easier and more efﬁcient measurement of
neural responses in infants (Lloyd-Fox et al., 2010). However, fNIRS has a limited ﬁeld of view compared to fMRI,
allowing researchers to measure activity in a limited number of superﬁcial cortical regions, and creates a challenge for
identifying the precise cortical source of any observed activity.
Hyde et al. (2018) chose to test the speciﬁc hypothesis that RTPJ in particular is preferentially active while thinking
about others’ thoughts, even in young infants (Hyde et al., 2018). Participants watched simple sequences of actions: a
target person placed an object in a container, and later came back to retrieve the object. In critical (false belief) trials, the
object’s location was changed while the target person was not looking. In a prior study of adults, Hyde and colleagues
found that the RTPJ showed increased blood oxygenation speciﬁcally when the target with the false belief returned to
retrieve the object (compared to other times during the event, and to other conditions that did not involve a false belief;
Hyde et al., 2015).
Hyde et al. used three approaches to identify responses in RTPJ in infants, with fNIRS. First, they used an existing
infant scalp fNIRS-MRI atlas (Lloyd-Fox et al., 2014) to guide probe placement, such that channels plausibly recorded
from RTPJ. Second, they conducted photo migration simulations to estimate the cortical sensitivity proﬁle of each channel,
produce a sensitivity map based on these estimations, and estimate coordinates for the center of sensitivity for each
channel. They subsequently compared channel locations to infant scalp surface maps (Lloyd-Fox et al., 2014), as well as to
RTPJ coordinates reported by a prior fMRI study in adults (Deen et al., 2015). Finally, they implemented a “functional
channel of interest” (fCOI) approach (Powell et al., 2017), which involves an iterative process of using a subset of trials to
select channels that responded preferentially to the false belief condition relative to the true belief and direct perception
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conditions (on average), and extracting the response from that channel in independent trials. This procedure selects
channels based on their functional responses (false belief > true belief/direct perception), rather than relying on reliable
channel placement on the scalp across participants.
Using this approach, in two samples of 7-month-olds (total n ¼ 50) Hyde et al. observed preferential increases in
oxygenated blood over the RTPJ, speciﬁcally during false belief sequences, and speciﬁcally when the target person returned
to retrieve the object. That is, the RTPJ response in 7-month-olds was strikingly similar to the RTPJ response in adults!
Thus, aggregating the results of these very different studies, cortical regions of the ToM network appear to be preferentially engaged by similar stimuli in adults, 3-year-old children, and 7-month-old infants. These results point to a very
early developmental origin of a cortical network for ToM.
Although no other studies have directly measured preferential functional responses during ToM in very young children
or infants, other approaches hint at the same conclusion. Rather than measuring stimulus evoked responses in the ToM
network, another strategy is to simply measure the correlation in responses, over time, between the different regions in the
ToM network. Interregion correlation analyses can be used to characterize functional networks in the brain, because brain
regions that operate within a functional network are more highly correlated with one another than with brain regions
outside of that functional network (Blank et al., 2014; Hasson, 2004). During the Partly Cloudy movie, responses in ToM
brain regions were signiﬁcantly more correlated with one another than with other regions, even among 3-year-old children
(Richardson et al., 2018).
Brain regions that are correlated during cognitive tasks are also correlated at rest (i.e., in absence of stimuli; Cole et al.,
2014; Greicius et al., 2003; Miall and Robertson, 2006). Unlike preferential responses to speciﬁc stimuli, correlations in
functional network properties can be measured with fMRI in toddlers and infants, because they can be measured during
sleep. Studies that take this approach often use dimensional reduction techniques, like independent component analysis
(ICA), to identify brain regions with similar (correlated) timecourses of activity. Using ICA, Gao et al. (2009) found similar
response timecourses in MPFC and PC regions in 1-year-old infants, and MPFC, PC, and TPJ responses were correlated by
age 2 years (Gao et al., 2009). An alternative method to ICA is to measure the correlation between responses in a particular
“seed” region and spheres that surround every other voxel (2 " " 2 " 2 mm cube) in cortex. For example, using the PC as
a seed region, Gao et al. (2013) found correlated responses in MPFC and TPJ in 1- and 2-year-olds (Gao et al., 2013).
Results from resting state connectivity studies of 1-month-old neonates and term infants have provided some evidence for
correlated activity in MPFC and PC (Smyser et al., 2010; though see Gao et al., 2009, 2013); evidence for connectivity
between these regions in preterm infants is sparse (Cao et al., 2016; Doria et al., 2010; for review, see van den Heuvel and
Thomason, 2016). Overall, these results converge to support the hypothesis that the ToM network is functionally correlated
and distinct from other cortical networks very early in development.
Evidence from studies of macaques provides an additional indirect source of evidence about the early origins of social
brain regions. Sliwa and Freiwald (2017) used fMRI to measure neural responses in the brains of macaques while they
watched short videos of two monkeys interacting (grooming, ﬁghting, chasing, and mounting). Control condition videos
showed a single monkey interacting with objects (food, toys), two objects interacting (bouncing against each other, getting
entangled), or a single inactive monkey (lying down or sitting quietly) or inactive object (hanging). Functional regions in
the MPFC and superior temporal sulcus (STS), a region adjacent to temporoparietal junction and involved in social
perception in humans, were selectively recruited when macaques watched clips that involved social interactions between
two monkeys. These regions responded to social interaction clips and deactivated to all other kinds of clips. Regions that
responded preferentially to social interactions were functionally correlated, and more correlated with one another than with
other regions (Sliwa and Freiwald, 2017). Given the similar location and functional response proﬁle of these regions, the
STS and MPFC in macaques may very well be functional homologs of the ToM network in humans. Future comparative
work is necessary to better understand the similarities and differences of the functional roles of these homologous regions
across species, to characterize the ontogenetic development of these regions in nonhuman primates (Rosati et al., 2014),
and to link neural measures of social brain regions to the vast behavioral literature on social understanding and ToM in
nonhuman primates (Drayton and Santos, 2016; Martin and Santos, 2016).
In all, by the most basic and general deﬁnition, the ToM network appears to emerge ontogenetically and possibly
phylogenetically early. TPJ, MPFC, and PC are preferentially recruited by stimuli that evoke consideration of others’
thoughts and feelings. These regions are functionally correlated with one another, and thus constitute a distinct functional
network.

21.3 Neural correlates of ongoing theory of mind development in childhood
The recent imaging studies reviewed above have begun to ﬁll in the gap between behavioral studies on ToM development
in early childhood and infancy, and fMRI studies of ToM brain regions in older children and adults. The results of these
studies are generally consistent with the behavioral literature on ToM development, which increasingly places false belief
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task performance in the context of gradual, continued ToM development throughout childhood. The ability to represent
others’ beliefs is preceded by the ability to represent others’ goals and knowledge access (Wellman and Liu, 2004), and
followed by the ability to reason about nonliteral speech (Filippova and Astington, 2008; Peterson and Wellman, 2018;
Peterson et al., 2012; Wellman et al., 2011) and evaluate moral blameworthiness in accidents (Cushman et al., 2013). A
fully developed Theory of Mind incorporates each of these abilities, and as such, Theory of Mind development encompasses more than the achievement of one of them. Analogously, ToM brain regions show early signatures of functional
organization prior to explicit false belief task success, but should also continue to undergo developmental change
throughout childhood. How do the functions and computations of ToM brain regions change to support ongoing ToM
development? Below, we review three kinds of neural measures that capture developmental change in ToM brain regions
in childhood and correlate with behavioral improvements in Theory of Mind, cross-sectionally: response selectivity,
response reliability, and functional network segregation.

21.3.1 Response selectivity: fine-tuning preferential responses
Given the highly selective functional responses observed in ToM brain regions among adults, initial fMRI studies on ToM
in children were designed speciﬁcally to test hypotheses about the development of selective responses. In other domains,
the development of increasingly selective functional responses supports cognitive change in childhood. For example, the
magnitude of selective responses in cortical regions specialized for faces (fusiform face area, FFA) and places (parahippocampal place area, PPA) is larger in adults, relative to children (despite similar whole-brain volume), and is correlated
with behavioral recognition memory of faces and scenes (Golarai et al., 2007; Gomez et al., 2017; Grill-Spector et al.,
2008). These cortical regions respond less to nonpreferred categories with age, and the reduced response to nonpreferred
categories corresponds to improvements on category-relevant behavioral recognition tasks (Cantlon et al., 2010). Similarly,
the volume of symbol selective cortex (visual word form area (VWFA); McCandliss et al., 2003) increases rapidly in
children upon learning to read (Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2018), and development of this region involves reduced responses
to nonpreferred visual categories (Dehaene et al., 2010). Increasingly selective cortical responses could reﬂect or support
the specialization of a region for the particular computational demands of a particular cognitive domain.
Thus, in addition to measuring neural responses to mental states and nonmentalistic control conditions, two of the early
studies of ToM in children (5e12 years old) measured responses to nonmentalistic social stimuli, which included
information about the characters’ stable relationships (“Sarah and Lori played together on the school soccer team .”;
“Jenny and Samantha were twins .”), physical appearances (“Old Mr. McFeegle is a gray wrinkled old farmer.”), and
actions and abilities (“Once upon a time, a girl and her little brother went out to pick ﬂowers .”; “. She was so good at
playing the ﬂute that when she played everyone immediately started dancing”). By measuring responses to social, but
nonmentalistic, stimuli, these two studies found evidence for developmental change in ToM responses: responses in ToM
brain regions, and in particular in RTPJ, became more selective for mental states between 5 and 12 years of age (Gweon
et al., 2012; Saxe et al., 2009). Responses to mental state stories remained high throughout childhood, but responses to
non-mentalistic social control stories decreased with age. Additionally, selectivity for mental states in the RTPJ correlated
with behavioral performance on a ToM task that involved reasoning about similar/diverse desires, true/false beliefs, moral
blame, and mistaken referents (Gweon et al., 2012).
Richardson et al. (2018) provides converging evidence for developmental change in response selectivity throughout
childhood. In addition to conducting interregion correlation analyses (reviewed above), Richardson et al. conducted reverse
correlation analyses on ToM responses in adults (n ¼ 33) and in 3-year-old children (n ¼ 17). By identifying timepoints
that reliably evoke positive responses in a brain region or functional network across participants, reverse correlation
analyses offer a data-driven way to identify the kind of stimulus that drives responses in that region or network. In adults,
reverse correlation analyses have offered satisfying replications of functional selectivity proﬁles initially discovered with
well-controlled, experimenter-driven methods: the fusiform face area is driven by faces, and the parahippocampal place
area is driven by scenes (Hasson, 2004). Similarly, Richardson et al. found that the pain network (a set of brain regions
recruited to reason about physical/bodily pain) is driven by scenes involving salient physical sensations, and the ToM
network is driven by scenes that evoke mental state reasoning among adults. Scenes that evoked responses in the pain
network were nonoverlapping with those that evoked responses in the ToM network. A majority of the scenes identiﬁed as
pain events (9/12) and all of the ToM scenes (7/7) were identiﬁed in a replication analysis of a second (independent)
sample of adults (Richardson et al., 2018).
As a data-driven approach, reverse correlation analyses aren’t constrained by experimenter-constructed hypotheses, and
therefore could discover preferential responses for kinds of stimuli that are unexpected, especially in participants with
different or developing cognitive abilities. Do the same ToM events evoke reliably high responses in ToM brain regions
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among 3-year-old children? As in adults, scenes that evoked responses in the pain network were nonoverlapping with those
that evoked responses in the ToM network in 3-year-old children. However, only 8 timepoints (of 168) reliably evoked
positive responses in the ToM network across 3-year-old participants. Of these 8 timepoints, half corresponded to an adult
ToM event; the other half corresponded to an adult pain event. In the entire cross-sectional sample of children (n ¼ 122),
ToM network responses to ToM events increased and ToM network responses to pain events decreased between 3 and 12
years of age. Thus, while ToM brain regions are functionally distinct from other networks and show some evidence for
early preferential responses (i.e., by being signiﬁcantly correlated with adult responses), responses become more selective
for mental state content throughout childhood.
Together, these studies provide evidence for slow, gradual development of increasingly selective brain regions for
ToM. However, there is a small discrepancy in these results. In the initial fMRI studies (Gweon et al., 2012; Saxe et al.,
2009), developmental change in response selectivity manifested as stable, high responses to mental state stimuli paired
with decreasing responses to nonmentalistic social stimuli. In Richardson et al. (2018) responses to nonmentalistic pain
events decreased with age, and responses to mental state events increased. We suggest that this discrepancy may be
explained by another aspect of the response in ToM brain regions that changes with age in childhooddspontaneous
responses in ToM brain regions to naturalistic stimuli become increasingly reliable and stereotyped. In Richardson et al.
(2018) developmental increases in ToM responses to mental state events could reﬂect reduced variability in the timing and
duration of the responses to these events. Consistent with this idea, functional responses in the ToM network become more
similar to the average adult response with age. We review additional evidence for developmental change in the reliability of
spontaneous ToM responses below.

21.3.2 Reliable spontaneous (uninstructed) responses to movies
Moments or situations that require or would beneﬁt from ToM reasoning aren’t always marked. Individuals may have
different thresholds for spontaneously engaging in mental state reasoning, and this could contribute to individual differences in ToM. For example, children who spontaneously produce mentalistic explanations for behaviors subsequently
achieve consistent successful performance on false belief tasks (Amsterlaw and Wellman, 2006). These individual
differences could reﬂect an individual’s propensity to shift their focus to mental states (reliably and quickly), anticipate or
predict future mental states, and/or interpret current events in the context of past mental states. Univariate measures of
response magnitude or selectivity are limited in their sensitivity to this kind of individual difference, because they average
responses across time and trials to calculate a single binary contrast. By contrast, timecourse analyses of data collected
during naturalistic movie paradigms can capture individual differences in responses to a continuous, dynamic narrative that
unfolds over time (Dubois and Adolphs, 2016b).
Similarity of response timecourses across individual participants can be quantiﬁed via intersubject correlation (ISC)
analyses (Hasson, 2004). Among adults, ISC analyses ﬁnd highly similar responses in ToM brain regions during movieviewing or narrative-listening (Hasson, 2004; Jääskeläinen et al., 2008; Lerner et al., 2011; Nummenmaa et al., 2012;
Wilson et al., 2007), as well as during free recall of a movie (Chen et al., 2016). Identifying response proﬁles that are
generally common across individuals potentially enables discovering meaningful differences in individuals whose response
timecourses vary. Indeed, adults with more correlated responses in ToM brain regions during movie-viewing have similar
interpretations of the movie (Nguyen et al., 2017), and similar memories about the movie (Chen et al., 2016). Thus, ISC
analyses are a promising approach for capturing meaningful neural individual differences in ToM responses to naturalistic
viewing or listening paradigms (Dubois and Adolphs, 2016b).
Can naturalistic movie-viewing paradigms be used to capture developmental change in ToM? One way to measure
individual differences in ToM responses to naturalistic paradigms across children is to compare each child’s timecourse to
an adult template time course. This measure is sometimes referred to as “functional maturity,” as it quantiﬁes the similarity
of the functional proﬁles between children and mature adults. By calculating this measure over responses to naturalistic
stimuli, this measure likely reﬂects developmental change in both response selectivity to functionally preferred content and
developmental change in spontaneous, unprompted cognitive computations. In other cognitive domains, functional
maturity is correlated with cognitive abilities. For example, Cantlon and Li (2013) calculated functional maturity in 4- to
6-year-old children by comparing their response timecourses to an episode of Sesame Street to an average adult timecourse.
Among children, functional maturity of the intraparietal sulcus, a cortical region that responds preferentially to process
numbers, correlated with behavioral performance on a math assessment, and functional maturity of Broca’s area, a cortical
region involved in language processing, correlated with children’s verbal abilities (Cantlon and Li, 2013). While some
aspects of the developmental increase in functional maturity could be very general, i.e., reﬂective of more consistent and
adultlike eye movements during naturalistic viewing tasks (Franchak et al., 2016; Frank et al., 2011), correlations between
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functional maturity in functionally selective cortical regions and performance on relevant behavioral tasks suggests that this
measure captures domain-speciﬁc development as well.
Two studies have measured functional maturity of ToM brain regions in children. In Richardson et al. (2018), reviewed
above, functional maturity of the ToM network increased with age: responses in these brain regions to Partly Cloudy
became more adultlike between ages 3 and 12 years (Richardson et al., 2018). While functional maturity (of the entire ToM
network) correlated with performance on a behavioral ToM task, this correlation did not remain signiﬁcant when
additionally controlled for age. In the second study, Moraczewski et al. (2018) measured response timecourses in 4- and
6-year-old children, as well as adults, while they watched a 6-min clip from the movie Toy Story (Guggenheim et al.,
1995). Responses in ToM brain regions to Toy Story were more similar across individual adults, than across individual
children (that is, the adult response proﬁle was more stereotyped or reliable, across subjects). Additionally, responses in
TPJ to Toy Story became more similar to that of adults between 4 and 6 years of age (Moraczewski et al., 2018). While
behavioral ToM was not measured in this sample, Moraczewski et al. (2018) conﬁrmed their results in subsequent analyses
that used response timecourses from the frontal eye ﬁeld as a nuisance regressor, in order to account for individual
differences in attention. Nonetheless, additional work is necessary to better understand the relationship between functional
maturity and individual behavioral differences in ToM.
Like traditional fMRI experiments, naturalistic movie-viewing paradigms allow for measurements of neural responses
to particular events. However, because events are embedded within the movie, naturalistic movie-viewing paradigms are
additionally sensitive to individual differences in anticipation of future mental states, and (re-)interpretation of current
events in the context of past mental states. Spontaneous activity in response to speciﬁc events whose meanings depend on
integration over long periods of time may be particularly relevant to individual differences in ToM. In Richardson et al.
(2018), multiple measures of the response in ToM brain regions correlated with behavioral ToM score (proportion correct
on questions that involved reasoning about same/different desires, true/false beliefs, moral blame, sarcasm, lies, secondorder false beliefs, and mistaken referents). However, only the magnitude of response to a particular event during
Partly Cloudy (Reher and Sohn, 2009) correlated with ToM score when additionally controlling for age. As reviewed
above, similar response timecourses in adults reﬂect similar narrative interpretations of movies or stories. Thus, by looking
at the content of the event that evoked ToM responses differentially by ToM behavioral score among children, we can
hypothesize about the kinds of differences in narrative interpretations of that event that might be relevant to ToM
development.
The event in question involved one character (Peck, the stork) offering an alternative explanation for his previous
behavior (ﬂying away) to another character (Gus, the cloud), who had not only made an incorrect inference about the cause
of the behavior (Peck was abandoning him in favor of working with a different cloud), but who had also been very upset
about this inferred cause. Based on the content of this event, the correlation between responses during this event and
behavioral ToM may reﬂect participant’s (re-)consideration of mental states in absence of explicit cues to do so. This kind
of brain-behavior correlation has since been replicated in conﬁrmatory analyses of an independent sample of 5- to 12-yearold children (n ¼ 186; Richardson, 2019). Thus, more reliable response timecourses in ToM brain regions with age may
reﬂect developmental improvements in spontaneous, ﬂexible engagement of mental state reasoning. Spontaneous, ﬂexible
mental state reasoning may be directly tied to the development of increasingly reﬁned ToM concepts, which could enable
children to more easily recognize the relevance of particular ToM concepts across different contexts and without cues
(Amsterlaw and Wellman, 2006; also see Moreira et al., 2018 for a relevant study in adolescents).

21.3.3 Integration and separation of functional networks
A third kind of neural change that may support ongoing ToM development is ongoing separation of functional networks.
Functional network separation can be measured via interregion correlation analyses (reviewed above), which compare
response timecourses within individuals across different brain regions (Blank et al., 2014; Hasson, 2004). Brain regions
with highly correlated activity during movie-viewing are driven and deactivated by similar moments in the movie, i.e., their
functional response proﬁle is similar, and they support a speciﬁc set of cognitive functions. Naturalistic movie-viewing and
story-listening experiments have been used to characterize functional networks for processing faces and scenes (Hasson,
2004), and for dissociating brain networks for processing language versus domain-general cognitively difﬁcult tasks (the
“multiple demand” network; Blank et al., 2014).
These kinds of experiments have begun to characterize the functional network properties of ToM brain regions. Among
adults, ToM brain regions are more correlated with one another than with brain regions involved in processing language
(Paunov et al., 2017) and brain regions that process physical (bodily) pain (Richardson et al., 2018). Interestingly, ToM and
pain brain regions are not just uncorrelated, but they are actually anticorrelated, among adults. As reviewed above, ToM
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brain regions are functionally dissociated from the pain network by age 3 years. However, the extent of this dissociation
increases with age throughout childhooddToM brain regions become more correlated with one another (see also Xiao et al.,
2019), and increasingly negatively correlated with brain regions in the pain network, with age (Richardson et al., 2018).
These developmental trends were replicated in an independent sample of children and adolescents (Richardson, 2019).
Is the developmental separation of functional networks a plausible neural correlate of improvements in ToM behavior?
Increases in within-network correlations could reﬂect faster, more efﬁcient, and less noisy communication between ToM
brain regions. Similarly, decreases in across-network correlations could reﬂect less interference, or more functionally
precise responses, across networks. Richardson et al. (2018) collected behavioral ToM data and tested for neural measures
that (1) differed between young children (n ¼ 65, 3e5 years old) who passed and failed explicit false belief tasks, and (2)
increased with overall ToM reasoning (including questions about concepts that develop prior to and after passing false
belief tasks) in the full sample of children (n ¼ 122, 3e12 years old). Interestingly, ToM brain regions were signiﬁcantly
more correlated with one another in children who passed explicit false belief tasks, relative to those who failed, controlling
for age. However, this measure also increased with age in the full sample of children. In the full sample of children, withinToM network correlations correlated with overall ToM performance, but this correlation did not survive controlling for
age. Thus, one possibility is that within-ToM network correlations are particularly important for or reﬂective of ToM
behavior in young children, but more correlated with age across development.
These results are consistent with two studies that used two different neural measures of within-network integration.
First, Grosse Wiesmann et al. (2017) used diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to measure white matter connectionsdrather
than functional responsesdin the brain, to study ToM development in young children (Grosse Wiesmann et al., 2017).
Grosse Wiesmann et al. found increased connectivity in tracts surrounding ToM brain regions (including RTPJ, PC, and
VMPFC) in 3- and 4-year-old children who passed false belief tasks, relative to those who failed. Second, Xiao et al.
(2019) found that resting state connectivity between RTPJ and other ToM ROIs (LTPJ, PC) correlated with scores on a
parent-questionnaire assessing ToM abilities in 4- to 8-year-old children. While both studies found neural differences by
ToM behavior that remained signiﬁcant while controlling for age, future work with a wider and older age range is
necessary to determine if these neural measures are especially important for early ToM development, or if ongoing
developmental change in these measures supports subsequent ToM advances. In any case, it is encouraging to see
consistency in results across three types of neural measures (interregion correlations measured during movie-viewing and
at rest, and physical connectivity measures).
In sum, imaging studies of children provide evidence for ongoing development in ToM brain regions throughout
childhood. While ToM brain regions show early preferential responses and early segregation from other functional
networks, the responses in these brain regions become increasingly selective and ﬁne-tuned for processing mental states.
Responses in these regions also appear to converge with typical adult responses, and diverge from responses in other
functional networks, with age. Each of these neural measures appears to relate to performance on ToM tasks in childhood.
Of course, these measures are not independent from one anotherdthey each capture a slightly different aspect of the same
functional response. Future work is necessary to understand the relationships between each measure. For example, what is
the causal relationship between the development of selective responses, and the development of segregated functional
networks? Does intrinsic or functional connectivity restrict, predict, or guide physical connectivity, or vice versa?
Understanding how these measures relate to one another in development may clarify their relative contributions to
behavioral ToM development.

21.4 Future directions: open questions and challenges
21.4.1 Neural correlates of structural changes in theory of mind
As children get older, they not only acquire and reﬁne ToM concepts, but they also achieve a more sophisticated
understanding of the relationships between different mental states (beliefs, desires, emotions), and the relationship between
mental states and their causes and consequences. While children show relatively early understanding of probable causes of
different emotions (surprise, sadness, awe) (Lagattuta and Wellman, 2001; Skerry and Spelke, 2014; Wu et al., 2017), there is
also evidence for ongoing change in the conceptual organization of emotions in childhood (Gao and Maurer, 2010; Weisman
et al., 2017; Widen and Russell, 2003, 2008). One challenge for future neuroimaging studies of ToM development will be to
discover neural correlates of this kind of conceptual change. Traditional measures of selectivitydwhich measure the relative
response of a given brain region to different conceptual categories (e.g., mental states vs. bodily sensations)dmay not be
sensitive to structural changes within the category of mental states. That is, because mental state stimuli evoke high responses
in ToM brain regions, selectivity may not be a sensitive neural measure of the development conceptual distinctions between
different mental states within the broader category. Indeed, among adults, different kinds of mental states (e.g., expected vs.
unexpected) evoke the same magnitude of response in ToM brain regions (Young et al., 2010b).
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Multivariate pattern analyses may provide a method for capturing developmental change in the structure of mental state
representations. In adults, multivariate analyses have revealed information about the structure of representations within
ToM brain regions by determining the features of mental state stimuli that drive response similarity. For example, Tamir
et al. (2016) used multivariate analyses to suggest that almost half of the variation in responses in ToM brain regions to
mental states can be accounted for collectively by three abstract dimensions: rationality, social impact, and valence (Tamir
et al., 2016; see also Saxe, 2018). To discover these dimensions, Tamir and colleagues ﬁrst used principal component
analysis (PCA) on behavioral ratings of 166 mental states (e.g., “embarrassment,” “ecstasy,” “planning,” “dominance,”
“friendliness,” “imagination,” “self-pity,” “satisfaction,” “affection,” “disgust,” “disarray”) on 16 plausible dimensions
derived from the literature, collected in a large sample of adults (n ¼ 1205). They found that behavioral rating similarity
across mental states was driven by four orthogonal dimensions: rationality, social impact, human mind, and valence. Next,
they used fMRI to measure responses in an independent sample of adults (n ¼ 20) who considered and rated the extent to
which a given scenario (e.g., “ﬁnding $5 on the sidewalk”, n ¼ 16 unique scenarios total) evoked a particular mental state
(see examples above; n ¼ 60 unique mental states total). They used a “searchlight analysis” to examine the relative
response surrounding every voxel of cortex to each mental state. The extent to which mental states were similar in
rationality, social impact, and valence ratings predicted the extent to which mental states evoked similar neural responses in
social brain regions. Thus, the same ToM brain regions implicated by univariate analyses contain multidimensional
representations of mental states, and rationality, social impact, and valence may be particularly important dimensions by
which responses in these regions are organized.
Multivariate analyses can additionally provide evidence about the different functional roles of distinct social brain regions.
Koster-Hale et al. (2017) used fMRI to measure neural responses in adults who listened to short stories that involved mental
state reasoning. Across stories, characters formed beliefs that differed in justiﬁcation (i.e., based on strong vs. weak
evidence), source modality (i.e., based on hearing vs. seeing evidence), and valence (positive vs. negative). Koster-Hale and
colleagues found that the epistemic featuresd that is, features that described the source and evidence for the beliefd
organized responses in temporoparietal junction, whereas the valence of the resulting emotion (caused by the belief)
organized responses in medial prefrontal cortex. Thus, multivariate methods can be used to discover the divisions of labor
among ToM brain regions, in addition to the features that organize neural responses, and the underlying representations,
within each region. Developmental change in the structure of ToM representations could be reﬂected in developmental
change in the features that drive response similarity in ToM brain regions. Additionally, developmental change in the
structure of ToM representations could result in divisions of labor among ToM brain regions, by which certain brain regions
are increasingly ﬁne-tuned to particular aspects of mental states. Studies that use multivariate analyses to characterize ToM
responses in child populations are an important next step in the developmental cognitive neuroscience of ToM.

21.4.2 Discovering reliable neural markers of individual differences in theory of mind
Perhaps the greatest challenge faced by developmental cognitive neuroscientists studying ToM is to discover robust neural
markers that reliably measure individual differences in ToM (Dubois and Adolphs, 2016a). To date, there is no such evidence
for a neural marker that reliably predicts individual differences in ToM longitudinally, despite multiple longitudinal
behavioral studies suggesting that there are reliable individual differences in ToM behavior in development (Peterson and
Wellman, 2018; Wellman et al., 2011; Wellman et al., 2008; Yamaguchi et al., 2009). Reliable neural individual difference
measures would be useful for testing hypotheses about environmental and genetic factors that promote or hinder development
of ToM brain regions, and are critical for designing and testing the effectiveness of clinical interventions that aim to improve
social cognitive abilities. While many studies ﬁnd group differences between older children and adolescents who have been
diagnosed with autism or schizophrenia and neurotypical individuals, none of these neural differences are sensitive or early
markers that could be used in a clinical or treatment setting (studies of clinical populations are not reviewed in this chapter;
see Happé and Conway, 2016; Happé and Frith, 2014). Longitudinal evidence is necessary for testing candidate neural
markers: such a marker should show reliable neural individual differences over time that relate to ToM behavior, and early
measurement of the marker should predict subsequent ToM development and ability.
Neuroimaging evidence from individuals with different developmental experiences is also useful for learning about
drivers of individual differences in ToM, and about the impact of experience on social and brain development more broadly.

21.4.3 The role of developmental experience: language
There is signiﬁcant need for more research on the developmental factors that drive the specialization of brain regions for
ToM. One open question concerns the role of experience on the maintenance and development of selective responses. By
one extreme, evolutionary pressures and genetic makeup could drive ToM brain regions to develop increasingly
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functionally selective responses throughout childhood, regardless of developmental experience. On the other extreme, the
development of functionally selective responses could be quite fragile or ﬂexible: lack of a necessary input or experience
during a critical or sensitive time could preclude the development of brain regions selective for ToM processes. By this
account, individual differences in the development of specialized responses would be a direct result of developmental
experience.
What kinds of developmental experiences might be important for ToM development? Once again, behavioral studies of
ToM development in children provide useful hypotheses. For example, language abilities are highly correlated with ToM
performance in childhood (Astington, 2006; Astington and Jenkins, 1999; Milligan et al., 2007). One intriguing hypothesis
is that this correlation reﬂects a facilitative role of linguistic experience for ToM development. That is, language might not
only enable children to express their understanding of ToM conceptsdlinguistic experience might directly drive the
development of ToM concepts per se. If linguistic experience is important for ToM-speciﬁc development (and not just for
task performance), then ToM development should be delayed as a function of delayed access to language. Behavioral
studies have provided evidence in favor of this hypothesis by measuring ToM performance in children who are d/Deaf.2
Deaf children born to hearing parents (DoH) often experience delayed access to sign language, whereas d/Deaf children
born to signing parents receive access to sign language at birth. DoH children show delayed ToM development corresponding to the length of delay prior to exposure to language, even on nonlinguistic ToM tasks (Meristo et al., 2012;
Peterson and Siegal, 1999; Peterson and Wellman, 2018; Schick and Hoffmeister, 2001; Schick et al., 2007; Woolfe et al.,
2002). Does delayed access to language result in delayed development of brain regions specialized for ToM?
A recent study by Richardson et al. (2019) used fMRI in conjunction with behavioral measures to ask this question.
Native (n ¼ 21) and delayed (n ¼ 12) signing children (4e12 years old) completed linguistic and nonlinguistic behavioral
tasks and fMRI experiments. Delayed signers experienced delays ranging from 0.25 to 7 years in length, but all children
were proﬁcient in American Sign Language (ASL) at the time of the study. Consistent with previous behavioral studies,
children with delayed access to language showed corresponding delays on behavioral ToM tasks. These delays were most
apparent in linguistic questions involving “advanced” ToM reasoning, like considering intended meaning in nonliteral
speech (sarcasm), lies, and second-order false beliefs, and assignment of moral blame in accidents, as measured by the
linguistic task. However, delayed signing children showed typical ToM performance on moral blame questions in the
nonlinguistic behavioral task, and all children showed higher ToM performance on questions about false beliefs when
tested linguistically. Behavioral differences across linguistic and nonlinguistic task formats suggest that language plays a
role in the expression of ToM understanding. Does language additionally play a role in development of ToM per se?
The linguistic fMRI experiment provided a way to test this question. This experiment was modeled after the paradigm
used in initial studies of ToM brain regions in 5- to 12-year-old children, and therefore was designed to measure the
selectivity of ToM responses for mental states relative to nonmentalistic social information (Gweon et al., 2012; Saxe et al.,
2009). As reviewed above, developmental specialization of ToM brain regions typically occurs via suppression of responses to nonmentalistic social content. In delayed signers, the selectivity of the response in RTPJ was delayed as a
function of the length of delay prior to language exposure: the response to the nonmentalistic social condition was higher in
children who experienced longer language delays. This effect was present despite proﬁciency in sign language at the time
of the study, and no differences in the responses of brain regions involved in processing language. Thus, developmental
experience, and in particular, early and extensive exposure to rich linguistic input, is important for reﬁning the functional
response of RTPJ in childhood. Importantly, typical response proﬁles were observed in delayed signing adults (n ¼ 16),
which suggests that delayed access to sign language delays, but does not permanently disrupt, the development of selective
responses in RTPJ.
Interestingly, children with delayed access to language did not show differences in ToM responses during the
nonlinguistic fMRI experiment, which involved watching a silent version of Disney Pixar’s Partly Cloudy (Reher and
Sohn, 2009). As described above, this movie stimulus has previously been used to measure responses in ToM brain regions
in children ages 3e12 years old (Richardson et al., 2018). As in the original study, ToM brain regions responded preferentially to mental state content and deactivated during moments depicting physical pain during this experimental context,
regardless of age of exposure to language. Given that the functional dissociation between ToM brain regions and the pain
network is apparent by age 3 years (Richardson et al., 2018), one possibility is that preferential responses in RTPJ for
minds relative to bodies develop early and are less dependent on linguistic experience.
This study suggests that language is a key aspect of developmental experience that impacts ToM development. Is early
linguistic input sufﬁcient for typical development of brain regions specialized for ToM reasoning? Studies of children who
2. Note that in the literature, the capitalized form of the word “Deaf” has been used to refer to the cultural and linguistic minority group, and the lower-case
“deaf” to refer to the audiological status.
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are congenitally blind could help to address this question. Blind children have typical linguistic input, but reduced access to
information about minds that is conveyed through vision. Vision provides a way to perceive consequences of mental states
(e.g., if a person reaches for a teddy bear, she prefers it to the ball; if a person expresses sadness upon seeing a puppy, she’s
remembering when the puppy stole her snack), and facilitates early interactions and social bonding (e.g., through eye
contact, joint attention, and attention to facial expressions). While previous neuroimaging research with adults suggests that
by adulthood, blindness has no effect on the functional responses in theory of mind brain regions (Bedny et al., 2009;
Koster-Hale et al., 2014), behavioral studies ﬁnd some evidence for delayed ToM development in children who are blind
(Brambring and Asbrock, 2010; Brown et al., 1997; Minter et al., 1998; Peterson et al., 2000). Future work investigating
the development of functionally selective responses in children who are congenitally blind could clarify whether linguistic
input is particularly important for reﬁning functional responses, and if visual input during development plays a similar role
in reﬁning the functional responses in RTPJ.

21.4.4 The role of developmental experience: culture
A second way to study the impact of developmental experience on ToM development is to study children growing up in
different cultures. Cultures provide social norms and instill individuals with a particular set of values. In adults, cultural
differences appear to inﬂuence ToM reasoning: large-scale industrialized societies (e.g., Los Angeles, USA) place greater
weight on intentions when assigning blame or punishment than small-scale traditional societies (e.g., Yasawa Island, Fiji;
Barrett et al., 2016). Does culture also impact the development of ToM in children?
Initial studies of the inﬂuence of culture on ToM development compared ToM performance in children from WEIRD
(Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, Democratic; Henrich, 2011) and non-WEIRD societies. Studies of non-WEIRD
societies are extremely difﬁcult and expensive to conduct, and can be risky in that the presence of the research itself could
have unintended consequences for these societies. As such, there have been relatively few behavioral studies and, to our
knowledge, no fMRI studies of ToM in individuals living in smallscale societies. Possibly because of the sparse number of
studies, those that do exist focus primarily on false belief task performance: a reasonable initial step for understanding ToM
reasoning in a different culture. Interestingly, these studies suggest that children from non-WEIRD societies, e.g., children
of the Baka (pygmies living in southeast Cameroon rainforests; Avis and Harris, 1991), children living in an impoverished
mountain village of Peru (Callaghan et al., 2005), and children from a Polynesian settlement in Samoa pass false belief
tasks by age 5 years (Callaghan et al., 2005), similar to children in WEIRD societies (Wellman et al., 2001). Of course,
false belief tasks may not be the most sensitive test of the impact of culture on ToM development. Additionally, the
differences between the societies examined may not be relevant for false belief task performance.
Subsequent studies of the role of culture on ToM development suggest that by emphasizing or deemphasizing particular
ToM concepts, cultures can inﬂuence the trajectory of ToM development; that is, the order in which children master
particular concepts in ToM. For example, individualistic communities, like the United States of America or Australia, tend
to value personal expression and independence, whereas collectivist or interdependent communities, like China, Iran, or
Turkey, place more emphasis on shared knowledge. These different social norms and values highlight different ToM
concepts for young children. Accordingly, American and Australian children understand that individuals can hold different
beliefs earlier than Chinese, Iranian, and Turkish children, whereas Chinese, Iranian, and Turkish children understand the
relationship between seeing and knowing earlier than Americans and Australians (Selcuk et al., 2018; Shahaeian et al.,
2011; Wellman et al., 2006). The social norms of a culture can also shape how children seek out social information. For
example, by 7 months of age, infants from Western (UK) versus Eastern (Japan) cultures ﬁxate on different aspects of the
face (mouth vs. eyes) to discriminate emotional expression (happy vs. fearful). These perceptual strategies map onto
cultural differences in information value of mouths and eyes for communicating emotion (Geangu et al., 2016). Thus,
culture shapes social input as well as the trajectory of ToM development in childhood. Does culture also inﬂuence the
development of ToM brain regions, and if so, how?
The role of culture for the development of ToM brain regions may differ from the role of language. Multiple studies
suggest that a person’s native language does not affect the development of ToM brain regions. Individuals who are native
English (Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003), Swedish (Happé et al., 1996), French (Brunet et al., 2000, 2003), German (Sommer
et al., 2007; Vogeley et al., 2001), Japanese (Kobayashi et al., 2007), and American Sign Language (Richardson et al.,
2019) speakers/signers recruit the same ToM brain regions during social reasoning tasks. Additionally, the semantic
content, rather than the linguistic format, of stories drives response similarity in these brain regions, across adults (Honey
et al., 2012). However, as reviewed above, children with delayed access to language show corresponding delays in the
development of selective responses in the RTPJ (Richardson et al., 2019). Thus, while the differences in phonetic
distinctions, grammatical structures, and modality that exist across languages do not appear to alter the location or
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functional proﬁles of brain regions recruited for ToM, early exposure to language is important for the development of ToM
brain regions. The provision of some set of norms and values that guide and help to understand social behaviors may
similarly be important for the development of ToM brain regions. However, given the behavioral literature reviewed
above, the particular norms and values that a culture highlights may also alter the developmental trajectory of ToM brain
regions, or the particular features of mental states that drive responses in ToM brain regions.
What kinds of neural measures might be sensitive to cultural differences in ToM? Traditional univariate measures could
reﬂect cultural differences if an experiment evokes a particular aspect of mental state reasoning that differs across the
cultures studied. Additionally, naturalistic movie-viewing or narrative-listening paradigms could plausibly capture
differences in narrative interpretation or perspective driven by cultural background. Among adults, similar response
timecourses in ToM brain regions between speakers and listeners predict successful communication (that is, agreement
about what was communicated; Stephens et al., 2010). Thus, differences in neural responses in ToM brain regions could
indicate differences in culturally shaped perspectives. Multivoxel pattern analyses might also be useful for measuring
differences in ToM reasoning driven by culture, because they could reveal differences in the features or dimensions of
mental states that drive responses in ToM brain regions (e.g., degree of intent). Given evidence that culture shapes the
trajectory of ToM development in children, studying children may be necessary to understand cultural differences in the
trajectory of development of ToM brain regions (Selcuk et al., 2018; Shahaeian et al., 2011; Wellman et al., 2006).
There is strikingly little evidence about the development of ToM brain regions across cultures. Lloyd-Fox et al. (2017)
used fNIRS to measure cortical responses to social stimuli (e.g., movies of adults playing Peek-A-Boo), compared to
nonsocial control stimuli (e.g., images of cars and helicopters) in infants (0e24 months old) growing up in rural Gambia.
Preferential responses in the right posterior temporal lobe (plausibly STS/TPJ) to social stimuli in these infants did not differ
from those of children growing up in the UK (Lloyd-Fox et al., 2017). In addition to showing some preservation of
preferential responses to social stimuli in the temporal lobe, this experiment demonstrates the feasibility of using fNIRS,
which is less expensive and easier to transport than fMRI, to measure neural responses in children living in many diverse
areas of the world. Future work is necessary to understand the degree of specialization of ToM brain regions in infants across
varying cultures, and to characterize the impact of culture on the developmental trajectory of ToM brain regions in childhood.
Ultimately, studying the impact of culture on the development of ToM brain regions could reﬁne theories about
functional origins of these brain regions. For example, WEIRD adults recruit ToM brain regions when making moral
judgmentsde.g., when deciding how much blame to assign or how severely to punish an individual who has caused harm.
In particular, the consideration of an individual’s intentionsdwhether she meant to cause harmddrives responses in RTPJ
(Koster-Hale et al., 2013; Young and Saxe, 2009; Young et al., 2010a,c). But, if WEIRD people tend to focus on individual
beliefs much more than people growing up with other cultural norms, then it seems likely that the root cognitive function of
RTPJ (if there is one) is more general than thinking about others’ thoughts: i.e., the RTPJ could plausibly be specialized for
considering any latent variables that people use to explain and evaluate others’ actions. These two hypotheses about the
root function of the RTPJ can’t be teased apart in WEIRD adults, because individual beliefs are the latent variables
WEIRD adults use to explain and evaluate others’ actions. However, studies of individuals who prioritize other information
to understand actions (e.g., outcomes, rather than intent) could inform the extent to which ToM brain regions are
specialized for beliefs per se, versus the function they serve for understanding others’ actions.

21.4.5 The role of family on ToM: shared environment and shared genes
Parents and siblings play a large role in shaping the smaller-scale culture of a child’s home life. Biological parents and
siblings share their genes, in addition to shaping a child’s environment. As a result, it is sometimes difﬁcult to tease apart
the relative contributions of shared environment and genetic heritability when characterizing the role of family on social
cognitive development (Avinun and Knafo, 2014). Indeed, some genes, like the oxytocin receptor gene, may impact ToM
development in early childhood both through heritability and through their direct impact on social interactions (Wade et al.,
2015; Wu and Su, 2015). One way to isolate the impact of heritable genes, relative to shared or nonshared environmental
factors, on ToM development is to study monozygotic and dizygotic twin pairs. While both kinds of twin pairs have similar
cultural, home, and school environments across twins, monozygotic twins are genetically identical, whereas dizygotic
twins share on average 50% of their genes. A handful of studies have now taken this approach in order to determine the
relative inﬂuences of genes and environment on ToM. However, the methods and results of these studies are quite variable.
In a study of 119 three-year-old twin pairs, Hughes and Cutting (1999) found that genetic inﬂuences accounted for 60% of
the variance in performance on false belief and deception ToM tasks (Hughes and Cutting, 1999). In a second study of
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1116 ﬁve-year-old twin pairs, heritable genes accounted for only 7% of the variance in performance on ﬁrst and secondorder false belief tasks, relative to 45% of the variance accounted for by nonshared environmental factors (e.g., siblings’
different relationships with parents, with each other, and with peers, as well as child-speciﬁc life events like illness), and
28% by shared environmental factors (e.g., other siblings and SES-related factors). Similarity in ToM performance did not
vary by zygosity of twin pairs in this sample (Hughes et al., 2005).
What could explain the discrepancy in these results? As the authors point out, one possibility is that the larger sample of
the second study afforded the sensitivity to measure the effects of shared environment. A second possibility is that the
relative impact of genes and environment changes over development, with genes having a larger impact on ToM in early
childhood (Study 1, age 3 years), and environment playing a larger role in ToM development later on (Study 2, age
5 years). While the standard pattern in most aspects of development (McGue et al., 1993; Plomin and Kosslyn, 2001),
including prosocial behavior (Knafo and Plomin, 2006), is that the role of genes increases with age, an initial drop
followed by a rise in the role of genes on prosocial sharing and comforting behaviors has been observed in young children
(Knafo et al., 2008). However, results from a longitudinal study of >1000 twin pairs studied at 2, 3, and 4 years of age
argue against these two possibilities. This study, which was similar in sample size as the initial study, found a moderate
role of genes, accounting for 25%e57% of the variance on a questionnaire-based assessment of ToM. Additionally, the
role of shared environment on ToM tasks decreased with age (Ronald et al. (2005); though see Ronald et al. (2006) and
Warrier and Baron-Cohen (2018), for evidence of little to no role of genes on ToM in 9- and 13-year-olds, respectively). A
third possibility is that the inclusion of children from very low socioeconomic status (SES) families in the second study
increased its sensitivity to the effects of shared environment. In other aspects of cognition, like IQ, shared environment is a
stronger predictor than genes in impoverished families, whereas the opposite is true in afﬂuent families (Turkheimer et al.,
2003). Thus, the effects of shared environment on ToM may be stronger in samples that include more children living in
disadvantageous environments. Future studies that take into account developmental changes with age, differences by ToM
task, and gene " environment interactions (Knafo and Israel, 2009; Knafo-Noam et al., 2018) are necessary to clarify the
relative role of genes on ToM development.
Could neuroimaging measures help to clarify the heritability of ToM in children? Among adults, there is some evidence
that cortical responses in functionally selective brain regions are heritable. For example, the pattern of response to faces and
scenes in the ventral visual cortex is more similar in monozygotic twins than in dizygotic twins (Polk et al., 2007). Thus, it
is plausible that responses in ToM brain regions could similarly reﬂect the role of genes in ToM. Additionally, more similar
responses in monozygotic twins compared to dizygotic twins in the response of the RTPJ would provide strong evidence
that the genetic impact is on ToM per se, rather than domain-general abilities that are heritable and correlated with ToM
(like language and executive functions), given the functional specialization of this brain region. By comparing RTPJ
responses in twin pairs of different ages, this kind of research could also inform developmental changes in the relative roles
of genes and environment on ToM. Finally, studies that measure correlations between particular genes and functionally
selective responses could provide speciﬁc insight into how genes shape ToM development. In sum, neuroimaging
measures may be a promising way to make progress in this area.

21.5 Conclusion
Throughout this chapter, we have summarized exciting progress in developmental cognitive neuroscience, as well as
several avenues for future research. Recent methodological advances, like the utilization of naturalistic movie-viewing
paradigms and fNIRS, have enabled us to begin to describe the early neural signatures of ToM brain regions. Simultaneously, studies of older children have begun to test different hypotheses about the kinds of neural changes that might
support ongoing behavioral ToM development after age 5. Future studies on neural markers that reﬂect structural changes
in ToM, or the impact of developmental or cultural experience, will provide exciting insight into ToM development: What
does it mean to become better at ToM in mid- to late childhood, and what is the basis for individual differences in ToM in
adults? This work will also lead to a better understanding of the development of functionally specialized brain regions for
ToM: What experiences are necessary or sufﬁcient for the maintenance and ﬁne-tuning of preferential responses for ToM?
Finally, a key challenge for future studies is to discover reliable neural markers of ToM via longitudinal studies. These
markers will provide speciﬁc hypotheses about neural differences in clinical populations that struggle disproportionately
with ToM reasoning. We are excited to see progress made toward these aims by developmental cognitive neuroscientists in
the years to come.
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